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losers: 1. schools from the big east that were forced out of the conference (uconn, pitt, syracuse, notre dame) got the worst of it 2. schools that remained in the bcs conference (clemson, stanford, oregon,
ucla) were the ones who got the most benefit of the expansion, but it is always nice to have a fancy new stadium 3. least upgraded schools in the old big east (west virginia, louisville, rutgers, miami) wound
up with the worst possible chairs, at best a solid one 4. schools from the big 12 who were not in power conferences (oklahoma, kansas, missouri) did not wind up with much of an advantage except a slight

one 5. schools from the acc (nc state, clemson, louisville) who remain in a bcs conference lost a lot of prestige and the prestige that comes with it, but were saved from getting one of the least optimal chairs
by the big12 and pac12 6. schools that remain in the acc (miami, nc state, syracuse) who were not in a power conference lost a lot of prestige and the prestige that comes with it, but were saved from
getting one of the least optimal chairs by the big12 and pac12 7. schools from the big 12 who were not in a power conference who stayed put (oklahoma, kansas, missouri) lost a lot of prestige and the

prestige that comes with it, but were saved from getting one of the least optimal chairs by the big12 and pac12 8. big 12 schools that did not join the power conference (wvu, ku, ou, tx) wound up with the
least desirable chair, but still manageable reason to stay: 1. the schools that remained and the schools that remained in the acc (nc state, clemson, louisville) have the most history together and the athletic

programs are intertwined more than anything else in the nation 2. schools that remained in the acc (miami, nc state, syracuse) have the best opportunity to be taken seriously in the bcs 3. schools that
remained in the big 12 (oklahoma, kansas, missouri) have the best opportunity to be taken seriously in the bcs 4. schools that remained in the acc (nc state, clemson, louisville) have the best opportunity to
be taken seriously in the bcs 5. schools that remained in the acc (miami, nc state, syracuse) have the best opportunity to be taken seriously in the bcs 6. schools that remained in the acc (nc state, clemson,
louisville) have the best opportunity to be taken seriously in the bcs 7. schools that remained in the acc (nc state, clemson, louisville) have the best opportunity to be taken seriously in the bcs 8. schools that

remained in the acc (nc state, clemson, louisville) have the best opportunity to be taken seriously in the bcs 9. schools that remain in the acc (nc state, clemson, louisville) have the best opportunity to be
taken seriously in the bcs 10. schools that remained in the acc (nc state, clemson, louisville) have the best opportunity to be taken seriously in the bcs 11.
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